Format for the Reference Page

The last page(s) of the paper should be the References page. All sources used in the paper should be listed in alphabetic order by the author's last name or by the organizational author, such as the “U.S. Department of Defense” or “U.S. Congress. House of Representatives.” List individual chapters in an edited volume by the author's name, not the editor's name. Use the editor's name if you are citing the entire book. The style used here is known as the Chicago Style and is most commonly used in Political Science journals and books. See the on-line site for more information: http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html

Book

Chapter (or article) in a book

Entire edited volume

[Ed. means "edited by" so should never be "eds."]

Journal article

Multiple entries
earliest date first. 1992, 1994, etc. if multiple, then 1992a, 1992b.


Multiple authors
List all authors, with the first one's last name first.

**Websites**
Website sources should include the website name and address and the last day that you accessed the site. In addition, it should include all of the following information that is available on the site: author's name, page numbers, date, and any other relevant information that will assist the reader.


**Sample Reference Page Below**

**References**


